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1. In this paper we shall develop a test of hypothesis that two
independent samples given in sets of frequencies classified into the
same k frequency classes may be said to belong to the same population,
it. being assumed that the samples are large and the law of the distri
bution of the population is known except for certain unspecified
parameters.

It is inherent in the above problem that even when the samples
belong to the different populations the nature of their distributions,
i.e., their mathematical forms remain the same, e.g., if the law of
distribution is known to be normal we assume that both the samples
originate from normal populations—these populations may differ in
their parameters, i.e., in their means or in their variances or in both.

At first sight it may seem that the problem is identical with one
due to Karl Pearson (Biometrika, 1911), but it will be realised that
in Pearson's problem the " population is one however of which we
have no a priori experience " while in our case we start with a know
ledge of the nature of the population. K. Pearson referred to this
problem of 1911 again in {Biometrika, 1932) and contradicted his
previous results of 1911 in an attempt to solve the problem by
minimising x"- This explains why the two results differ.

The problem under different conditions has been studied by
Thompson (1938), Wald and Wolfowitz (1940), Dixon (1940). In all '
these it has been assumed that the nature of the distribution is not
known or we are not interested in it but when we know the nature
of the distribution these solutions will not meet the requirements of the
problem.

Fundamentally, therefore, the problem is one of estimation of the
unknown parameters (or their functions) of the population from the
given samples.

2. This problem can be solved following the method due to
Wilks (1938) but this seems to be difficult in practice. We proceed
as follows in the case of s parameters;
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7. Summary

By making use of certain results established by the author it has
been shown that the discussion of a number of distributions considered
by Tukey, Stevens, Mann, Dixon, Kermack and McKendrick, and
Kendall and Babington Smith can be simplified to a considerable
extent. The results obtained by these authors have been extended
to the more general case where the samples consist of observations
with values 9-^, 9^. ... 9^ either with fixed probabilities p,^, p^, ... p^
or are such that there are rij, n^, ... observations belonging to these

Ji

values and are subject to the condition = n, the total number of
1

observations in the samples. A new distribution on the number of
positive or negative differences between k samples has also been con
sidered. This distribution would enable us to test the significance of
the differences between k samples. It has been indicated that this
method can be extended for examining a randomised block experiment
with sufficient number of replications.
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Let our two" independent samples classified into the same /c
different categories be as follows:

Samples

Limits of class frequencies
Total

Ix-h

First «ii «12
. . .

Second «21 «2 2
n-,h

Total «1 «1 "i np N

To simplify writing let us put

= number of observations of ./-th sample belonging to /-th class
• frequency.

Nj = total number of observations in the 7-th sample,
p.; = probability of an observation of 7-th sample falling in the

i-th class frequency.

^ (x, 6)1, 9^2, ••• ^h) be the assumed law of distribution of the
7-th sample; 9^, (/• = !, . •• s) being its 5 unknown inde
pendent parameters necessary to specify the law.

As we are dealing with two observed samples classified into the
same k different categories suffixes 7 and i will run over 7 = 1,2 and
i = ... k.

Thus we have

2

i=i

N = ENj = S11;, = 2 /7i
i i.i ,i

(/• = 1, 2, .,. /c)

(7=1,2)

and

, Pii = j 0Gv, •••Oi.) dx (7= 1, 2,; /= 1, 2, ... I

= Pa (0,1, • • • say.
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3. The number of independent parameters, s, necessary to specify
he law is subject to the restriction s^k-I, k being the number of

different categories. This restriction on the value of j will be made
clear in Section 5.

(a) First method.~Assum.ing to be large, the probability P of
drawing the two given. samples is denoted by

2 log P = 2L = const. - 2 U
i i NjPii

where

Hence

and
' i=0 Psi ''

7=1,2

m, r = 1, 2,

(1)

(2)

neglecting terms proportional to 0
WNJ •

Also to estimate 6^, we solve the following set of j equations'
simultaneously, namely,

= 0
80,v

0- = 1,2,.. s). (3)

Thus if and d^r (r = l,2,...s) are the maximum likelihood
estimates of d's it follows that these are respectively the solutions
the sets of equations

and

5L

aL

= 0

= 0

By Taylor's theorem we have

('• = 1,2,... S)

('• = 1,2, ...s)
(4)

(30,{IdJ approximately
(;= 1,2; /• = 1,2, ... 4 (5)

/
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Hence from (5) with the help of (4) we get

K'̂ im — "im) Nfl -.a —
m=l

^0.
(6)

We have from (6)

[0,, -

where

. A, =

_SL
^9L""jrJ

(;=1,2; ;- = l,2, ... s).

(7= 1,2; /• = 1,2, ... 5), (7)

{m, ;• = 1, 2, ... j).

In the result (7) we have assumed that Aj is non-singular and we also
assume that

c)0,„50,,, '

Thus Aj is symmetrical and non-singular matrix. With the help of (2)

= ij=l,2), (8)

where

• L Pa
Thus (7) can be written as

1
— _ p -1

-

(w, r = 1, 2, ... s).

(7=1,2; /• = 1,2, ... 5) (9)

which has been given by Cramer (1946). Hence from the two sets of
equations in (9) we get by subtraction and by using the result (2)

{e\.. - K) - iK - K) _ 1 P -1 DL

~bd-Ir J

_lp-l IL

= Pr^ y ^ _ p-1 r V 1

On the hypothesis Hq we have

K = ^2r = (say)

therefore

Pu =P2i = ft (say)

and thence

Px=Pi = P (say).

(/• = 1, 2, ... ^)

0- = 1,2,... s)

(/ = 1,2,... k)

(10)
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Therefore on the hypothesis and using the relation

we have from (10)

-1 f'bPi''^Ir ~ ^2r

where

p =

. p-i r jL fHk' "21 \
L.- Pi W) Ui nJ_

(/• = 1,2, ... s),

(m, r = 1,2, ... s).

(11)

To study the joint distribution of Qi, - (/• = 1, 2, ... s) we
obtain the quadratic form in these s normal variates, namely

[0ir - hi' [K - hr] 0" = 1, 2, ... 5), (12)
where V is the variance matrix of the variates involved. It is clear that

V=V, + V„ (13)
where Vj is the variance matrix of 0,-, ( / = 1, 2; /• = 1, 2, ... s) we
also note that

v^=[e{a;)Y^

= J- p.-i
N,

= (on ,he hypothesis (14)

where [E (Aj)] means the matrix obtained by replacing the elements
of Aj by their expected values and in the case of a single sample will
be the elements of Aj themselves.

From (13) and (14) we get

2 1
V = 1: — Pr^

N '

Thus

= P~^, on the hypothesis Ha.

f \ 1 \-i

]V j hypothesis E^.

(15)

(16)

Hence the quadratic form (12) with the help of (11) and (16) can be
written on the hypothesis as

y
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Wi + nJ [f fXw ~ nJ\ ^ Lr ph>eJ\N, nJ\
0- = 1, 2, ... ^)

and this behaves as ® criterion.
The values of /j/s and their differential coefficients involved in (17)
can be obtained by estimating ^/s from the following equations
obtained on the hypothesis Hq, namely,

I.e.,

fK©)( (18)

These s equations in (18) must be solved simultaneously to get the
values of ^/s and these must be substituted in the appropriate
expressions ofpiS and their differential coefficients.

Thus the method is applicable in all cases where we can get the
maximum likelihood estimates.

{b) The method of likelihood ratio also gives the same test
criterion. It can be shown as follows:

As before

2L = const. - SS
i i NiPii

(i)

To get the optimum estimates of Oj, we solve independently the two
sets of s equations each, namely.

and

I.e.,

^ =0
^01. '

IL
= 0,

also from definition

i:x,, = o

(/• = 1,2, ... s)

(>• = 1,2, ... s) .

(y=l,2; f = l,2,

U = 1, 2)

(ii)
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Putting

(7= 1,2; /= 1,2, ... A:) (iii)

it is clear that (y= 1, 2,; / = 1, 2, ... k) are independent normal
variates with zero means and variances Nj (7 = 1, 2) for all /'s.

With the help of (iii), (ii) can be written as follows:

and

^ VPa = 0

(iv)

and (i) becomes

2L = const - 2727 ^ (V)

Further, let

^ VPn
.s) (vi)

It is clear that Xj/s (r = 1,2, ... s) are orthogonal to tj (j =1,2),
The quadratic form for Xj, and (7 = I, 2; r = 1,2, ... 5) is

[t^ ... Xj,] Vj-^

h -
Xn

L Xi,

(/ 1, 2), (vii)

where Vr^ is the reciprocal matrix of the variance matrix of ihe^
variates involved. But

Var it,) = N,

Cov {x.j„ t;) = 0

(J = 1, 2; m, /- = 1, 2, ... 5; w ^ /•)
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Thus

1 0 ... 0

V, = TV,

i PjiUeJ • • • PnK^eJUeJ

n y _L- {^Pii\ f^PH\ p _L f^Pii\^

Hence (vii) can be written as

X,i

Nj N- ^ (/=1,2), (viii)

where P, is the same as in §3 (a) (8).

In view of the linear constraints on z,/s given by (iv) we can
•write (v) with the help of (viii) as

2Lh. ; const. - 1 i + i 1 1
^=1 i=i Nj i=^\Nj j=xNj

(/• = 1,2, ...s) (ix)

As before on the hypothesis we have 9^^ = 9^^ = 9^ (say) for all
/•(/• = 1, 2, ... s) and also p^i = p^i = (say) for all i (i = 1,2, ... k)
and hence P^ = P^ = P (say), where P is the same as in § 3 {a) (11).

Also instead of 2^ equations

and

we get only s equations

IL

DL

= 0

= 0 (/• = 1, 2, ... j)

= 0 (r = 1, 2, ... 5)

in addition to two equations.

1 —0 — ?2.

(x,
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Equation (x) can be written as

Zi,+ Z2, =0 {r = \,2, ...s).

Now the quadratic form for and {Xi, + Xi,) (r = 1,2, ... ^) can
be written as follows:

^ + [^ir + x,r)]' K-i Ix,, + X,,] (r = 1, 2, ... 5) (xi)
i=i

where

J/-1 = reciprocal of the variance matirx Vof the variates Xj, +X2,
for all r.

Also

V = + N2P2 P's being the same as in § 5 (a) (8)

= (A^i + N2) P on the hypothesis Ha-

In view of (xi) we write (v) as follows:

2L»<y ^ const. + ^2^]

... P~^ [Xir + X2r] (r = I, 2, ... s) (xii)

From (ix) and (xii) we have by subtraction

—2 (I-HO ^ -f ^ [^ir] ~ Xr i W [^Ir

I.e.,

-Ihi)= (^^.+ ;^)

Therefore

N, + N,

P-1 [Xir + Xir] ('" = 2, ... S).

1 , ' 1 ^2r"
!

D—1
"Xi, X2r'

N,.
r .

iVj
= L,2, • s) (xiii)

- 2 log (likeUhood ratio) = Q ixw\

where

K)} I^pA^UXn^ nJ,
(r = 1,2, ... s)

and this behaves as with s degrees pf freedom and this result which
is our test criterion agrees with the result of § 3 (o) (17) as was
expected.
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4. Karl Pearson's result of 1911 referred to in the Introduction

follows as a particular case of our general result. Pearson's result
follows if we put

Thus
=Pi

\

(/ = 1, 2, ... /c).

P f 1 —}_ (12^ —^l3\
iPi^d-XN^^ nJ ftUi Nj

and in this case

P =

/I
Pi

0

0

0

I

Pi

0

0

J_
P3

0 0 0

a diagonal matrix. Therefore

0-1 _

ATi+Ni

Pi 0 0

O p, '0

L 0 .0

Our test criterion thus reduces to

P,

0

0

Ps

_ ^1^2 V
• pAn, nJAT _I_ )vr ^ „ I Ar a" ) (1)

and since Sp^ = 1 we have only (/c - 1) independent p.'s and thus
iv. • ,, . : ^

(1) behaves as with (k —I) d.f. The optirn^um values of p,:s
follow from the equations ' V,

^ =0 (i = i, 2;::.: k-i). vr
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where

i.e.,

I.e.,

h-l

Pb == 1 - ^ Pi
i=l

Xli + X.H Xu, -I- X2„

Pi " Pk
= 0 (j = l,2, ... A:-l),

• Pk («1« + "2i) = Pi + "2ft), (/ = 1, 2 ... /c-1). (3)

Adding (3) for all fs we get

_ _

P" Ni +

Therefore from (3)

_ «H + "2i (^\
P'- N, + N,-

thus the suitable values for p^'s are given by (4) for all i's including
i = k.

These are the values suggested by K. Pearson and this result was
confirmed by E. C. Rhpds (1924) and J. Neyman and E. S. Pearson
(1928) by other methods.

5. It may be noted that in the general case we can write

- +cons., ^ ^V - i +^_ K,r P- [,j}

+ Xw^ (^)
where

ii N, ~iVi +TVs
[^ir + x^J P-i [xi, + Xa,] 0" = 1,2, ... s)

Thus it may be observed that the first expression within curled brackets
on the right-hand side of (1) gives a measure of goodness of fit of the
assumed law of distribution to the first sample and behaves as
with {k —s —1) d.f. Similarly the second expression on the right-
hand side of (1) within curled bracket measures the goodness of fit
of the assumed law to the second sample while xui^ is our test
criterion which tests whether or not the two samples belong to the same
population. Thus none of these should be significant at assigned
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probability levels. If we want to have a criterion for the goodness of
fit then /c —j — 1 > 0, i.e., k — I and this explains the restriction
we put on the values of s in the beginning of § 3.

6. In the case of single parameter the test criterion (for large
samples of course) behaves as with 1 d.f. and the criterion is given
by the expression

1 ^ Pi Ui nJ\

where

n' - ^

The above result when applied to the case of Binomial Law gives
US the result

(k~\

eg- (I: -1)
(B)

where p is maximum likelihood estimate when //„ is true and q = \ ~ p,

and p is given by
t-i

S r {n-Lr + «2r)

P = —

(A^i+Ar,)(/c-l)

when k = 2, we get the ordinary contingency table in the case of
Binomial Law and the expression (B) reduced to the familiar result

fa2«2l - «11«22)^ («11 + «12 + «21 + "22)
(«n + "is) («21 + "22) («11 + «2l) («12 + «22)

Summary

A method to test the hypothesis that two independent samples
classified into same k frequency classes belong to the same population
involving 5 parameters has been developed in this paper. The criterion
reduces to a test with s d.f. The results given by Karl Pearson
(1911) are shown to be special cases of this result.

I am indebted to Dr. D. N. Lawley of Edinburgh University for
suggesting the problem and for his valuable criticism and advice in
the preparation of this paper.
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